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PEC Chairman Griffin
E.xplains Concert Loses
Manuel Franco
Steve Sandoval

David Griffin, ASUNM Popular
Entertainment
Committee
chairman, said Thursday he can
explain the $20,000 PEC has lost on
concerts this academic year.
Griffin said the losses were
largely a result of the large number
of concerts the committee produced
this year - 23 as compared to eight
last year - which he said was done
"on the mandate of the students."

Bill Wechter

"W~

could give out es many es 5IJO to 600 p,tlting tickets e dey If we wanted but we tty to give
p11rklng petrons an a/l-out honest ch11nc~, "Fred Couffer, director of perking ts~lfllces, said l11tfl llltst
yBIIr. Above ate six-15 parking viollltion tickets beside the 1111st tennis coum.

Potential Tax Rebate Could Mean
Public Monies for Private .Schools
Mlchaelle Myers

support from the Reagan administration.
"I've had experience with the
school systems in Latin America
and I've seen the effects of putting
public money into private schools.
What happens is the affluent send
their children to the private schools
that receive the government subsidies, and the public schools are
neglected. A lot of the problems in
Central and Latin American stent
from the fact that because they
have found a way around public
education, the elites don't care
about the education of the
masses," said Darling.
Dean of the College of Education

If the Reagan administration is
successful, parents will be receiving
tax rebates for sending their
children to private schools.
"I have always been supportive
of private education because I think
it provides a necessary alternative
to public education. However, I am
not supportive of putting public
money into it, and that is essentially
what the tax rebate would be," said
Dr. David Darling, dean of the
College of Education.
The tax rebate which was also
proposed during the Carter ad~
ministration is receiving full

for nine years, Darling said, "I am
committed to the ideals of
democracy and public schools are
really a fundamental part of the
whole democratic process. All of
nty children have gone to public
schools. I think public education is
fundamental to the ideals this
country was founded on," he said.
One reason Darling feels public
schools are important is that they
allow ntore of an oppertunity for
children from all walks of life to
mingle. But what about public
schools that are isolated arid
become essentially private because
they are located in neighborhoods
continued on psge3

''I feel very good about what I
have done," Griffin said. "I don't
feel there is any blame ~ not in
terms of the number and quality of
shows we've done."
Griffin, a 32-year-old in·
ternational relations student, said
that current ASUNM president
Mike Austin campaigned last year
on having more campus en- .
tertainment which is reflected in the
increase in concerts - and subsequent losses.
"(Former PEC Chairman R.J.)
Laino said in his first interview with
the Lobo that even if it cost $2030,000, he was going to spend it to
make sure we have diverse en·tettainment here,'' he said.
9ti,(fiA, who was appQin~ed by
Austin after Laino resigned last
fall, said he believes by the end of
the school year the committes losses
will be cut to between $19-21,000.
Griffin said he expects PEC to
make some money from the Ella
Fitzgerald concert and from "other
people who owe us money," such
as Big River Productions and RFA
Records.
He said the 1980-81 committee
produced eight concerts and incurred losses of about $15,000.
Many of the concerts are produced
in conjunction with. outside
promoters such as Big Apple
Productions and the New Mexico
Jazz Workshop, he said.
The committee's money comes
from ASUNM funds which are

UNM Opinions about Falkland Islands Divided
British would n(!ver return to the
islands.
''These historical acts are ignored
by the majority who talk aboutthe
Malvinas,'' he said, uand their
analysis .of the situation is based on
the last 149 years."
ul think the islands belong to
Argentina/' said David. Hand they
should be returned peacefully."
When asked if his country's
government was using the islands to
distract from
socio-economic
problems within the country, be
replied:
••From the time I was a child

KathyBaca
.,.
Who should have sovereignty
over the Falkland/MAlvinas
Islands? As the British Armada
steams closer to the islands,
opinions on the University of New
Mexico cantpus remain as divided
as the two countries.
the islands, taken by force April
2 by Argentina, belong to
Argentina, says Argentine Pedro
David, chairman of the sociology
department.
·
· ·
Historically. begins David, the
islands belonged to Spain· from
tS40 untill764, when a Frenchman
named .. Bougainville claimed the
islands for France. Three years later
France gave the islands back to
sp·ain. This was the first time..
England tried to gain possesion of
the MaJvhtas, he said.
In 1810 Argentina gained its
independance from Spain and
inherited and governed the islands
for 22 years. Then in 1833 England
took the islands by force .and -expelted the Argentine authority.
Remember,. he . conthtued,
England and spain had signed a
treaty in 1770 stating that the

,.

attending school, the Malvinas has
been a hot issue in the minds of the
Arg· entines. Not only in my.
gener~tion buf in the generations of
my grandfathers arid fathers, as
well. In 1974, 30 Argentine civilians
carried Argentina's tlag to the
Malvinas in an attempt to occupy
the islands. The Argentine
government had thent imprisoned
to avoid international problems. So
you see, the islands always been an
issue."
The reason there are no
Argentines. on the islands, . says
David, is because of British rule.
. • "No Argentine will go and live

.

~.

~-

under a foreign flag when the flag is
ort territory which belongs to their
country."
On the other hand, a British
native,
·PM-lJuffy·lngrassia,
assistant at the Women's Center,
said she is against nationalism and
feels both countries are out of
order.
"tr Argentina can rep<!s~ss land
because they owned it first,
countries would be relocating every
year," she said.
Neither country seems to care
what the islanders want, she said,
and that should be their first
concern. She believes the socioeconomic state of both countries is
the reason the islands have become
so important to the governments
and their people.
u I haven 1t seen such •patriotism
in britain since the end of World
War U,'' she said, 41 and aU those
flag•waving British seem weird to
me.''
Professor of Latin history
Michael Conniff says the islands
were wrongfully . . taken front
Argentina and should be returned.
At the time the nritish took
possession of the islands, explains
Conniff, England was on its way to

building the largest· merchant fleets
in the world. The islands were used
as a stopping place for ships en
route to Asia before the Pan
American canal existed. The
island's location enabled England
to expand its trade routes.
Today, says Conniff, the area is
rich in seals and whales and
possibly petroleum·· which both
countries want.
Although the islands are
geographicaly a part of Argentina,
they soutd not have taken the
islandsby force, be says.
Marshall Nason, professor of
Latin American literature, said "I
was looki11g at a .map Pve bad
hanging oit nty wall since 1962,"
"and there . aren't any Falkland
Islands ori it; only the Islas de
Malvinas."
Nason, who has spent time in
Argentina for research purposes,
says if the United States could give
up the Pan American canal, Britain
can do without the Falklands.
"Argentina -.t.wisted the lions
tail!'' he said, ••and Britain acted
with her native pride and became
outraged over some unimportant
islands/'
continued on pegtl :J

collected from the $14 student
activity fee. Unlike other campus
organizations, the committee is not
allocated funds at the beginning of
the school year. The committee
operates on credit and ASUNM
funds pay for losses at the end of
the year if they are incurred.
The bulk of the committee's
losses came from three concerts
which were planned before he
became PEC chairman and that
none of the shows that lost money
were booked by him, Griffin said.
The biggest loss, Griffin said,
came when the committee lost
$9102 when singer Michael Murphy
appeare(l at UNM in December.
Griffin said Murphy had agreed
to play for free in a benefit concert
for the UNM Child Care Co-op.
But he said Murphy changed his
mind, and after the committee
pulled out of the date, Murphy's
manager threatened to "blackball"
PEC unless Murphy was given a
new date.
Griffin said he decided to
reschedule Murphy rather than be
blackballed, which means that a
continued on page 5

Groundwork
Set for Search
For President
Laura Tolley
The University of New Mexico
presidential search committee met
yesterday to lay the groundwork for
the establishment of search
procedures.
Michael Gallegos, former
ASUNM president-elect, said that
Dr. Chester Travelstead, provost
emeritus, was named committee
chairman.
Henry Jaramillo, UNM Board of
Regents President, said that
procedures on advertising for
candidates was discussed, but no
concrete decisions were made.
Jaramillo said that they plan to
advertise locally and naticmally for
applicants. He said applications
have already been coming in.
About 500 applicants are expected,
he said.
At the next meeting on April28,
criteria for the selection of
president will be di,scussed 1
Jaramillo said. He added that the
committee is stressing confidentiality on search procedures.
Search committee members are
Chester Travelstead; Henry
Jaramillo; Ted Martinez, associate
administrative vice president for
student affairs, alumni relations
and development: Morgan Sparks,
dean of the Robert 0. Anderson
Schools of Management; John
Rinaldi, assistant dean of the
College of Education; Janet
Roebuck,
history department
chairwomllri; Robert Anderson;
pathology department . chairman;
Gilbert Merkx, acting chairman of
the sociology department; Michael
Gallegos; Lars Bjork, graduate
student of the College of
Education; District Court · Judge
Joseph Baca: Marian Ffeck, former
member of the School of Nursing
and Ann Jourdan, UNM Board C>f
Regents member.
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World News

Two Computer Workshops at UNM Offered to Teachers

by United Press International

Two computer Workshops will be
offered in June at the University of
New Mexico for rniddle school and
high school math and science
teachers.
Intermediate· Computing for
Teachers will rneet June 7 to 18.
Some . previous computing experience is desirable along with
some knowledge or programming
and hands-on experience with
hardware.

Haig Returns to Argentina as Falkland Issue Intensifies
U.S.

Secretary of State
Haig flew back to
Buenos Aires Thursday as both
Britain and Argentina intensified
preparations for war over the
Falkland .Islands. Argentine
warships, including its sole aircraft
carrier, reportedly sailed toward the
area of the British naval bloackade.
In Lonr.lon, Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher met with
defense chiefs who said the 40-ship
British war fleet sent last week was
nearing Ascension Island in the
South Atlantic - about midway in
the 8000-mile journey to the
Falklands.
Alexand~r

In Buenos Aires, two Argentine
news agencies said several
Argentine warships left the naval
base at Port Belgrano, 425 miles
south of Buenos Aires, and headed
south toward the disputed islands.
A British television report said
Argentina's only aircraft carrier,
three submarines, a cruiser and at
least two destroyers left the base.
Argentine Navy spokesmen in
Buenos Aires could not immediately confirm the report.
British officials said they expected

it give support to Britain."
However, he aclded, "We will
not tolerate (U.S. support for
Britain) by any means. Nor will we
tolerate the intervention of third
parties because they take on a
partial function."

Argentine vessel to le<1ve their
mainland. ports, but doubted they
would try to break the 200-mile
British blockade now in its fourth
day around the Falklands.
Argentine
Foreign Minister
Nicanor Costa Mendez warned
earlier that Argentina "would not
tolerate" U.S. support for Britain
in the event of war.

would try to break a four-day-old
British naval blockade around the
Falklands.
In Argentina, Gen. America
Daher, commander of 9000
Argentine troops now on the
Falklands, said the British "do not
know what is waiting for thern" if
they decide to invade the windswept
islands 450 miles off the Argentine
coast

There have been reports the
Soviet Union was giving Argentina
intelligence. information on the
Before leaving Andrews Air progress of the British fleet while
On Wednesday, the Argentines
Force Base, Haig said he had the United States was giving Britain
discussed some new proposals with spy satellite information.
said two of their patrol boats
Argentine officials by telephone
Costa Mendez said the approach slipped through the 200-mileBritish
Wednesday.
of the British armada, less than 10 blockade zone around the islands
"Based on these new ideas, the days from the Falklands, is "like a and arrived at the Falklands' island
Argentines have invited rne to chapter of a science fiction novel.'' capital of Stanley.
Defense Ministry officials in
return to Buenos Aires," he said.
Thatcher said the latest leg of London denied that, saying that
However, Costa Mendez rnade it
clear that returning to Buenos Aires Haig's peace mission was
was Haig's idea- not Argentina's. "crucial," but British officials
"Faced with the offer of Haig to conceded they also were pessimistic
travel to Buenos Aires, he has been about its outcome.
given the corresponding inBoth sides continued to beef up
vitation," Costa Mendez told their forces for a war over the
reporters.
Falklands, the British colony seized
CAIRO, Egypt - Five Moslem
Asked about possible U.S. by an Argentine invasion force
support for Britain in the event nf April2,
ze~alots
convicted
in
the
war, Costa Mendez said Haig
British officials said there were assassination of Anwar Sadat were
assured him Wednesday that "the signs the Argentine navy was about executed at dawn Thursday a few
United States does not give nor will to set sail but added they doubted it hours after their plea for mercy was
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However, the ministry added
there "are some indications that
sorne elements of the Argentinian
fleet may come out of harbor, and
in that case we would expect thern
to sail southwards.
"If they put ships to sea we can
only speculate on their intentions in
the present dangerous situation,
But in the light of their undoubted
knowledge of British resolve and
military capabilities, we do not
believe they would risk breaching
the Maritime Exclusion Zone," a
ministry statement said.

Sadat's Assassins Executed
After Mercy Plea Rejected
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rejected by President Hosni
Mubarak,
Two of the rnen were shot to
death as soldiers at a desert firing
range east of Cairo and the other
three were hanged as civilians frorn
a prison gallows in central Cairo,
Defense Ministry sources said.
"It is too late," an army officer
told defense attorneys filing
another last minute clemency
appeal for the five. "They are
already w!th God."
The firing squad executions of
Lt. Khaled Al-lslambouli, 24, and
Sgt. Hussein Abbas, 28, were
carried out at the Red Mountain
firing range near the spot where
they gunned down Sadat Oct. 6
during a military parade.
• The' three civilians were hang~d
at the aging prison in Bab El-Khalk,
~ working-class neighborhood near
the center of Cairo. They were
Abdel Hamid Abdel Salam, 26, Ata
Tayel Rahil, 27 and Abdel Salam
Farag, 27.
A defense attorney for the
condemned men, Abdel-Halirn
Ramadan, said Mubarak rejected a
plea to commute the death sentences late Wednesday only hours
before they were put to death.
Of the five condemned to death
.by the supreme military court
March 6, four were convicted of
murder and the fifth, Farag, Of
providing the assassination
weapons,
Seventeen
other
defendants were given prison terms.
During the stormy three-month
assassination trial, AI-Islambouli
emerged as a hero of Egypt's increasingly miiitant Moslem fundamentalists by boasting of leading
the machine gun and grenade attack
that killed Sadat and seven other
people.
•
"I killed Sadat and I confess this
and I am proud of it because the
cause ofreligion was at stake," Allslarnbouli declared at a rare public
session of the trial,
Authorities clamped a news
blackout on the executions. But it is
customary for condemned Moslems
to shout their Islamic creed before
they die - "I testify there Is no
God but Allah and Mohammed is
His prophet."
An Egyptian firing-squad is
usually made up of I0 riflemen,
each fJring one shot at the heart of
the condemned man, who is tied to
a pole and blindfolded. One of the
10 shots is always a blank.
The cornrnanding officer would
fire the "coup de grace" frorn his
pistol at the man's head, if he
continued to show signs ol' life.

I

I

L---------------L---------------J

Where c:an i go if I want to report
discrimination due to sex, race,
national origin or handicap1
Affirmative Action Office, 1700
Las Lomas NE, x 5251.

The intermediate workshops will

include a survey of computers and
programming; an introduction to
Pascal (the primary programming
language of · the workshop); data
representation and problem-solving
with Pascal; and testing. and
running instructional software.
George Luger, associate professor
of computer science, will teach the
course.
The
second
workshop,
Introduction to Microcomputers in
the Classroom, will be offered June
21 to July 2, and is designed for

teachers wit]) no previous cornpuling experience.
This workshop will cover
beginning programming using the
BASIC language, hardware
selection and software evaluation
and review. Hands-on use will be
emphasized, both on microcomputers and the main UNM corn·
puier, via terminals.
The instructor will be Evangelos
Coutsias, assistant professor of
mathematics.
Each workshop will rneet from 9

-Falkland ______________,;,_ _
j
f

continued from page 1

"The British can't take this lying
down," says Martin Needler,
professor of political science.
''Thatcher knows she's up against
Galtieri and she must regain
possession of the islands."
As for Galtieri, says Needler,

he's only been in power in
Argentina since November and if he
loses the islands he will be ·overthrown by other military forces
waiting for him to make a rnistake.
Politically, says Needler, there
are no hard and fast rules in British
policy. ~esignations are common in
the British government because

a.m. to 4 p.rn. Monday througi:J
Friday for two weeks. Two credits
will be awarded through the UNM
department of mathematics and
~tatistics, and all tuition and fees
will be paid by the sponsor - the
Sou.thwest Resource Center for
Science
and
Engineering.
Registration deadline isMay 21..
Financial assistance to cover the
costs of rooms, board and (ravel
will be a.vailable. The amount will
be announced on notification of

acceptance to the workshop.
To receive a brochure and an
application, write or call Dr.
Richard J. Griego, director,
SWRCSE, 118 Onate Hall, UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87131
The SW~CSE is o.ne of fou·r
centers funded by the National
Science Foundation to develop
programs to Incre;~se the participation of minnrity and lowincome students in the sciences
engineering.

Soviets Loan UNM First Russian Film

A Russian film on loan to the
University of New Mexico rrom the
Soviet ~rnbassy in Washington,
people in government are expected D.C., Will be shown today at 2p.m.
to be responsible and prepared for at Don Pancho's.
The Stalker, is the first film the
matters such as these. The
resignation of Britains foreign Soviet embassy has loaned UNM,
minister w11.s .I!PPropriat~, , says
Needler, because he accepted
responsibility for Britain not being
prepared for an invasion by
Argentina and for being taken by
surprise.

The film is sponsored by the
Russian Studies Committee and the
Office of International Programs.
There are no subtitles and the film
is free.
Don Pancho's is at 2108 Central
SE.

-Rebate-~----continued from pege 1
where lower socio-economic groups
cannot afford to live?

"I really believe that we need to
have
rnore
heterogeneous
populations in the schools. It is
clear that the way Albuquerque has
developed there are many areas that
are more affluent than others. It's
really to bad that there wasn't
better planning. There should be
more diversification of housing in
neighborhoods.

Should Margaret Thatcher be
forced to resign, said Needler, the
House of Commons would irnrnood in the country right now. I rnediately elect a new leader. The
think ·the people of New Mexico most logical candidate, he said, is
should recognize it and use .it to Britain's new foreign minister,
their advantage," he said.
Francias Pym.

What about busing to alleviate
the problern in those areas? "I
think busing is a fake issue. It's one
of those emotional issues that ten
people get in when one person is
affected adversely. It's an issue that
politicians use to gain votes. I
would rather the problem be solved
by planning housing for diverse
economic groups," ~e said.
feels that
Darling also
desegregation of the school system
had a lot to do with economics. ".I
have a very different view of the
19S4
Brown
vs.
Topeka
desegragation decision. I don't
think it was rnade sirnply because
the Supreme Court decided at that
particular tirne that the process of
segregating the schools was unconstitutional. There had been
cases prior to this one where the
court had not rnade such a ruling.
You have to remember that the
court feels compelled to maintain
the country as it was oringin!!IIY
conceived," he said.

"J took a look back in history at
the kinds of things that were
happening in the world at that time.
I found the Russian revolution of
1917. For the first time a rnajor
country adopted a significantly
different economic systern. I found
that many European countries were
taken over by communists, and the
establishment of Red China in
1949. I saw a pattern of different
economic· systems emerging," he
said.
Darling further pointed out that
such changes were usually carried
out in the wake of revolution.
"There are certain kinds of things
fat which you need to have a
revolution. You .need an oppressed
class, and an oppressed class thatis
easily identifiable. I think that the
reason the decision of 1954 was
rnade at ihat time is because tlie
blacks were an identifiable oppressed chiss, and were posing a
-threat on the world-wide scene that
had not been experienced before
that time. The decision would bring
them back into the mainstream, he
.said.
Darling also said, ''There was
very conservative mood in the
countrY at the tirne of that de,cislon
and there is a very conservative
•
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Whitewater Thrills Lure Boaters to New Mexico Rivers

Forum

Margaret White
Whitewater - there's no thrill
quite like it.
Whitewater boating Is coming of
age In New Mexico. The rivers are
becoming host to more and more
rafters, canoeists, kayakers and
other boaters. For those feeling the
Jure of whitewater experiences, the
opportunity Is not far away. White
Rock Canyon, Rio Chama and the
Taos Box offer varying difficulty
and enough challenge to be great
recreation.
But tackling the rapids is not

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

Good-bye

Many Deserve Credit
Besides News Staff
April 15, 1982
1 was going to write a nasty final editorial - somE!thing full of venom so
you would know I was still alive and kicking. But it seemed a little foolish to
attempt an attitude that was completely alien to my mood this final
evening of my administration.
J.ust your melancholy baby. Sigh.
It's not the end that depresses me, it's looking back on the middle.
There are so many people on this campus tha~ I owe so much to and I'm
afraid I didn't always show my gratitude.

club. Scheduled trips are announced and detailed through the
newsletter, Adobe Mud. For information contact: Ohio Knox III,
Adobe Whitewater Club, P.O. Box
1656, Corrales, 87048..
Outfitters are the second option
for an organized outing. The trips
are arranged by the outfitters from
start to finish and can cost from $40
to $70 each day, depending on the
trip and the company. Most often
outfitters provide all gear, meals
and travel arrangements to put-in
and from take-out points. Among
Albuquerque area outfitters are

Politics in Editor Pick 'Obvious'

In all fairness to those members participating in the
1981·82 chapter ofthe Blue Kl;ly Honor Society, I must
inform you that Peter Pierotti has not been "active" in
Blue Key as reported in your April 15th edition. Mr.

Pierotti has not attended any of our meetings or
functions either this semester or last semester. In fact,
he will not be among those receiving a membership
certificate at our April 23rd banquet.
John Savino
President, Blue Key Honor SocietY

President's Role Pro bed

At Rio Grande
Robert Sanchez
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Margaret White

Viva las Fiestas!
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The New Mt.dto bauy·Lobo is published. Monday
tlli'ough Friday every tegulat week _of the University
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Slt.ldent Publications or the Univcrsily of New
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Editor:
When the GSA was first hit with the announcement of the president's
potential absence from January to April, council members were forced to
reflect upon the overall role and purpose of GSA as an organization
designed to serve the entire graduate student body. As active .council
members, it became apparent to us that the existence of the position of
president could only be justified as "functional."
The role of president is not merely a representational role, but that of an
active center of an organizational body, The question which arose from the
above realization is - Does the GSA exist only to provide economic
assistance to organizations which in turn benefit some students some of
the time and never all students all of the time?
The GSA contains within itself many committees an committee liason
positions through which graduate students can participate In ad·
ministrative and informative activities outside of their departmental in·
terests and within the university communitY. As yet, there is no external
reward, monetary or otherwise, for participation in these committee and
communicative roles. Whereas the value of money has a definite duration
in time (a budget of $80,000 for the academic year), information on and
understanding of the university in its broadest role as administering
education, can remain with the student throughout his/her academic
career. We hope that the incoming council will consider this and work for a
reorientation ofGSA within the academic community.

!j

The GSA was initiated in 1969. Its development came as a result of
students who joined in order to benefit from an activity which was cen·
tered around budgetary decisions. As a result, this year's problem con·
cerning the absence of the president carried a historical inevitablity about
it. It took' one person's decision about the role of the president to call into
question the overall committments of the GSA. There is no more room for
criticism of the president than there is for all those involved in this year's
budgetary proc£Jss.

'I

All council members have been affronted by an attitude that GSA serves
no important role within graduate life at UNM as a whole. It was inevitable
that individual feelings would eventually erupt and call for a reassessment
of the internal structure, function, and direction of GSA. We have
President Foppes to thank for having brought this issue to the active
concern of council members,

l

MatieMound
Elizabeth Carr
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Kimberly Pickle
Hola! Como estas?
Estoy muy bien, gracias. Comment cava?
Dcmke, gut. Wie geht's?
Nada mucho. But hey mon ami! Have you heard about/as fiestas?
No, me in Freund! Tell me, s'il vousp/ait!
It's springtime in New Mexico, and blossoms, birds and sunshiny
days are making it very difficult for UNM students to concentrate on
their studies. And what's more, along with spring comes the annual
fiestas.
''Celebration in Every Language" is the theme of the fiestas which
begin Thursday, April 22. The fiestas begin each day at noon and
end roughly around 8 p.m., according to Clarence Montoya, SUB
Entertainment coordinator. They will be held on the upper end of
Johnson field.
Over 40 acts, which include flamenco dancing, folk singing,
bands, clowns and magicians, will comprise 40 hours of entertainment over a four-day period. Oriental, Regae, Columbian,
Indian and Spanish New Mexican are some of the cultures which will
be represented.
Food booths will be set up by various chartered student
organizations. Montoya said the organizations will provide food
which will represent different cultures.
A hoedown will be held in Johnson Gym on Apri123 and a variety
dance will be held In the Casa del Sol area in the SUB on April24 as
part of the celebration. 'The entertainment also includes two talent
shows with UNM participants which will be held Thursday and
Saturday.

!

Calendar

•.1:

THURSDAY
NOON -Opening ceremonies:
Mariachis and puppets (Death's Nose)
Procession from the mall to Upper Johnson Field
Father Ignacio Tafoya, Bencdicton
I p.m. - UNM Jazz Band l (jazz) . . •
1:45 p.m. -Talent Show Act (Talent Show wmner)
2: J5p.m. - Good Times (latin)
3: IS p.m.- Randy Rane (contemporary Spanish and jazz)
3:45p.m.- Linda Cotton and Street Life (jazz)
.
.
4:45p.m.- Alan Washington (contemporary/popular gmtar)
5:1 S p.m. -Visitors (new wave)
6: IS p.m. -Stan Reed Hirsch (gUitar)
6:30p.m. -Wet Sox (rock and roll)
.
. .
.
8 p.m.
- Multi-cultural Art Show Ro;ception <<;:asa del Sol,
Student Union Building), refreshments and live entertrunment:
8 p.m. - Richard Hanneman (folk)
8:45p.m.- Anthony Herrera (classical)
9:25p.m. -Marvin Ratchford (soul/blues)

Robert Sanchez
DEATHTRAP

I'm trying to write a great suspense-thriller. You know, the kind of play
that lasts for years on Broadway. The kind that will bring me jive, or
maybe six million dollars. But I'm having trouble with ideas. It seems as
though everything has already been done.
Hrst, I'll need some characters. Let's see. How about Sidney Bruhl
[Michael Caine], a once successful but now a dry, poor playwright. A
playwright? Why of course - a thriller can be made even more thrilling
with somebody who knows about thrillers, right?
O.K. Now I need a murder. For that, I'll need another character. How
about Clifford Anderson [Christopher Reeve]. Why not make him a
budding playwright? This is perfect/ What a twis/1 Clifford will write a
great play and ask Sydney for advice. Sydney will recognize the work as
something he could never do. Aha! A motive! Sydney can murder Clifford
for the play. He'll use props from the old plays, things like old Houdini
handcuffs or daggers or crossbows.
O.K. Now we have two characters, a murder and a motive. Let's add a
witness. Belter yet, we'll have the witness be Sydney's wife, Myra Bruhl
[Dyan Cannon]. For extra thrills, we'll give her a heart problem.
Still nothing new. Let's see. This is a thriller. Let's bring the murdered
back .to life, Why not? We're writing the script. In fact, why not "kill"
somebody again, and bring them "back to life'' once more, just for
suspense.
Ooops! I almost forgot. We need a psychic with a name like Helga ten
Dorp [Irene Worth]. She can predict the murder. That way the audience
knows what will happen and will sit on the edge of their seats. Better yet,
let's make her agreedy psychic. Let's make them all greedy.
O.K. Now we're all set to start. Ready? Action! So far so good. Sydney,
Clifford, Myra and Helga are doing what ihey're supposed to • , , Woit!
Stop! You're not supposed to do that! This WllSn't in the script. You're
going to confuse the audience . , .
And there, my friends, lies the strength of Deathtrap, a remarkably
simple movie, until it gets started.
There were so many twists in the plot that even with shorthand, one
could not write them all down as they happened. This movie, adapted from
Ira Levin's play, will never be duplicated. The action takes the audience
one way and just as soon as they figure out what the rest of the plot will be,
POOP I The plot twists and turns, yanking the audience with it, but ever so
gently so as not to lose them in the 180-degree transitions.
The minds of the audience are kept working at warp speeds as they try to
guess the plot. And when an unexpected twist appears, the audience gaspS
in unison.
No play is complete without a couple of one·liners either, and Deathtrap
has its share. I guess "even a gifted director couldn't hurt" a play like
'·'Deathtrap. •' Perhaps on the bit more morbid side, but a great mechanism
for suspense, "Whaes the use of owning a mace if you don't use it.''
The movie is complete with superman turning sociopath. Superman?
No, sir. Reeve leaves superman behind and takes up the convincing identity
of a naive, nervous, quaint, budding playwright - no, he's a greedy,
excitable, violent sociopath - no, no - I'm not sure, Cannon was
beautiful as the ever-s<rloving wife, though a bit stereotypical through no
continued on pageR· 4
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Wildwater Rafting Experiences,
Rio Grande Rapid Transit and New
Mexico Ski & Travel Club.
Boating,
particularly
on
whitewater, involves knowledse of
water as well as equipment. UNM
law student and boating enthusiast
Bruce Cline insists, "Reading the
water is the most difficult part of
whitewater boating." Water level
information (available from the
Water Resources Division, 766·
6506) is a must for an outing. Jt
"means nothing to the novice,"
says Cline, though its interpretation
is easy for anyone who is familiar
with the stretch of river to be run.
Cline recommends that any stretch
of whitewater be attempted with
sQmeone before being run solo.
The options are here and so is the
water,
New
Mexico.
The
breathtaking thrill of dancing over
whitewater is only a rivera WilY·

8th Great Race
Expected in May

Littlefield machine are on the publications board
shows the faults contributing to political bias that are
inherent in the system. If this happened on a larger
scale, Nixon could have appointed a board to select
the editor of the Washington Post.
A student newspaper should be the last thing to fall
prey to political manipulation. If the Daily Lobo, one of
the last institutions of objectivity at this campus, has
suffered this plight, it will be a very dark year in the
history of politics at UNM,
Gene Hill

'Active'Member Not That Active
Editor:

There were others as well: sources on and off the record, help from
those who could lead us in the right direction, even readers who came in
and said they liked the paper. (I'm not kidding.)
Melancholy but thrilled. I'm thrilled so many people on this campus are
sincerely generous. Not a bad year after all.

a\tractive. Being on the water with
experienced boaters provides an
opportunity to gel questions answered as they arise.
The Albuquerque area has its
own non-commercial bo!lting club
that welcomes new members, both
experienced and novice. The Adobe
Whitewater Club schedules trips
from easy one-day paddle ex·
cursions to runs through the
toughest water in the area, the Taos
Lower Box, Equipment is the only
contribution asl<ed of the members,
but
beginners
can
make
arrangements for gear through the

Letters

Editor:
My final issue. It suddenly hit me when I missed deadline for the
There needn't be an "investigation" into the
goodness-only·knows·how-many-eth time, I'm going to miss the people political maneuvering involved in the selection of next
on my staff. The situation in the newsroom wasn't always smooth as glass year's Daily Lobo editor, because, even having ob·
but, when it was most important, there was a hug and a compliment or served it from an outsider's viewpoint it is so obvious.
just the right amount of empathy. They're more than just names in the
Contrary to Professor Estes' remarks in the Thur·
staffbox. They're very special people and part of a very special team.
sday edition of the paper, the current selection is
anything but a ''democratic process,"
But the paper involves more than just the news staff. It involves the
Considering the fact that Dan Serrano and Kevin
advertising, circulation and production staffs. People who don't receive
Breen, strong supporters of the Gallegos·Austin·
the credit but certainly deserve it,
But more than that, the paper couldn't survive without the community
and we've extremely lucky to have a community that, most often, sup·
ported us. With people like Dean of Students Karen Glaser who trusted us
and backed our independence, we were able to trust in ourselves and
pursue far-reaching goals.

spur-of-the-moment
activity.
Planning, preparation and some
amount of skill are necessary before
setting out over moving water.
Breaking into the "boating
crowd" is not difficult, An ex·
perience with an outfitter or club is
a safe prerequisite. and a good
introduction to the skills and
stretches of water that demand
some amount of familiarity before
being taken alone. The cost of
boats, life jackets, paddles, oars
and other gear can be prohibitive
for beginners and make.s the
"group effort" approach more
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This year's "Great Race," the
one that will pit the skills of about
1500 people against the raging
torrents of the Rio Grande, is
scheduled for May 15, said a
supervisor for the Albuquerque
parks and recreation department.
The eighth annual Great Race
will cover about I 2.5 llliles this
year, said supervisor Pete
Granuccl.
Granucci said that about SOO
crafts and between 1200 and 1500
people will participate in the race. It
will begin at North Beach, about six
miles north of Corrales Beach and
it will end at Campbell Road, about
one-half mile south of Candelaria.
He said that last year's race was
postponed due to Jack of water. He
said that last year's river flow was
less than I 500 cubic feet per second
while he anticipates this year's flow
to be about 4000 cfs.
Granucci said that there will be
12 categories this year. They are
one-man raft; two-man raft; threeman raft; four-man raft; five-10
man raft; one-man canoe; two-man
canoe; three-man canoe; two or
more in inflatable canoe; one•man
kayak; and cele\lrity, which will
include politicians and news per·
sonnel.
The race is co-sponsored by
Coors Beer, Granucci said. He
added that the prizes will be large
ice coolers that will have first or
second place plaques on them. lil
addition, he said, all entrants will
receive T-shirts that say, "Great
Race Down the Rio Grande" and a
certificate of participation.
Granucci said that safety will be
stressed as part of the race. He said
that city lifeguards will be stationed
along the course and that a
lifeguard will also go down with
each group,
"We need to be safe," Granucci
said. "We will inspect the crafts. If
they are not seaworthy, they will
not be allowed to go down. Like if
someone comes on a beer keg, we
won't let them go. We wiH advise
people. There is not a trophy in the
world worth somebody's life."
In addition, Granucci said that
all participants will be required to
wear life jackets, which must be
provided by the racers, and that
there are age requirements.
There Is a $5 fee for each craft
entered and a $5 fee for each
person.
A pre-race meeting is scheduled
for May 8 from 2 to 4 p.m. at the
Civic Auditorium. The rules will be
gone over as well as information
such as where the current and
channels are. The meeting is not
mandatory to enter the race.
"It's gonna be one of the best
years I think we've ever had,"
Granucci said,
For more irtformation, ~all 766·
4857 .
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In the Tamarind Restaurant
First Plaza Galeria 242·2776
Fridays and Saturdays 8pm-2am
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Special Event Weekend ! I !
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Come hear the Big Band sound of

Alma and Friends

.

previewing selections from. their ". ew album.

+

April 16111 and 17th Spm
Members $4.00 Non-Members $5.00
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You ore cordially invited to on

featuring works by nine local artisans
in various media, with an imported collection

SATURDAY
April 17 • Closing Night

Save20%
to Apr/117
PRIDE OF THE PAST SHQPPE
2212 CENTRAL at UNM

''The Armenian Genocide
In Historial Perspective''
1915 to l923
Oil

Tuesday, April 20
7:45PM
at
International Center

Announcement
Lobo Staff Positions
Lobo Reporter Positions
Applications are now being taken for editors
and reporters for the Daily Lobo. Applicants
should make a commitment to begin April 19,
to work through the summer, and through the
1982-83 schoolyear.

Pick up an application in the
Business Office,
Room 131 Marron Hall, 8-5,
through April 23.
Although students with previous writing experience and joutnalislll majors will be given first
priority. all students are urged to apply.
Positions are: Managing Editor, News Editor,
Copy Editor, Sports Editor, Arts Editor, Entertaimnent Editor, Photo Editor, Night Editor, Reporter, Staff Artist

Easylrstemng folk mus1c by Steve O'Neal will be featured
through the end of April, Music, contests and drink
spe~ials all start at 9 p.m.
·
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C!i~LSE"; STREET P?Jl (Coronado Center) -

:

ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM - "The Dangers and Effects
of Nuclear War" is the name of an exhibit that will
open at 10 a.m. today, The exhibition will run in
conjunction with Ground Zero, a non-partisan,
nationwide week of community based discussion and
events designed to educate and involve the public on
the subject of nucle<~r war.
"Explore" and "New Town and the Railroad Boom
Years" are continuous exhibitions at the museum.
The former is a kinetic sculpture designed for
children and the latter is a historic exhibition of
Albuquerque. Hours are Tuesday through Sunday
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
ALBUQUERQUE UNITED ARTISTS - "Craftworks IV," a
juried, all-media crafts exhibition open to all craftspeople in New Mexico, is scheduled for May
through June. For more information, contact The
Downtown Center for the Arts, 216 Central Ave.
SW. Hours are Tuesday through Saturday II a. m, to
4p.m.
MAXWELL MUSEUM OF ANTHROPOLOGY- "Paintings on
Pottery" by Arm and Carl Beam will be exhibited
now through May 2.
"Fiestas of San Juan Nuevo" - Ceremonial art from
Michoacan, Mexico will show until September.
Hours are Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.;
Saturday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.; and Sunday L to 5 p.m.
HOSHOUR GALLERY - Showing now through May I is
an exhibition featuring recent paintings by Tom
Stokes. Gallery hours are Tuesday through Saturday,
12:30 to 5:30 p.m.
JONSON GALLERY - Showing from this Friday to May
16 are works by the art education faculty. A
reception for the artists will be held Friday, between
5 and 7 p.m. at the gallery. Gallery hours are
Tuesday through Sunday I to 5 p.m.
MARIPOSA GALLERY (113 Romero NW) - "Paintings
and Claywork by Carolyn Bedford and Pamela
Messer" is a new approach and an interesting
reciprocation between the arts of painting and
pottery. The show runs through Friday.
MERIDIAN GALLERY (220 Central Ave. SW)- "Works
by Ed Haddaway" is a one-man show by this
Meridian member and includes steel sculptures. The
show will run through Sunday. Hours are Tuesday
through Saturday II a.m. to 4 p.m.; and Sunday
from 1 to 4 p.m.
MOUNTAIN ROAD GALLERIES (1501 Mountain Road NW)
is a new gallery featuring a unique blend of fine arts,
~ontemporary crafts, and southwestern primitives In Gallery I will be oils and bronzes by Bettie J.
Moran, mixed-media sculpture by Laurie Archer and
carved Adobe art by Holly Haas. Gallery II will
feature a select group of artists and craftsmen including Martha. Slaymaker and Norman Boyles. Both
shows will run through May 16. Museum Hours are
Wednesday through Saturday II a.m. through 5
p.m. and Sunday I to 5 p.m.
NEW MEXICO UNION GALLERIA - Now showing is a
human figuration sculpture exhibit featuring works
by sculptors Ike Davis, Jorge Lovato, Patrick
Chavez, George Matsumoto, Dan Noyes, Tammy
Dobos and Clara Lyle.
RosWELL MusEUM AND ART CENTER - Presents the
work of three photographers, Rick Dingus, Scott
Hyde and David Kaminsky, who have completely
different approaches to the photographic medium.
The show can be seen in the Horgan Gallery of the
Roswell Museum now through May 30.
UNM ART MUsEUM - Now through Friday works by
25 candidates for M.A and M.F.A. degrees will be
on display. Now through May 21 will be
"Photographs by Bart Parker." Museum hours are
Tuesday through Friday, 10 a.m to 5 p.m. and 7 to
10 p.m.; and weekends, I to 5 p.m.
Wn.DINE GALLERIES (903 Rio Grande Ave. NW) - Now
showing at the Wildine is "Works by Frank
McColloch."
WHEELRIOHT MusE1J'M (in Santa Fe) - "Tales of the
Season" is a storyteller of dolls, nativities and
pottery figurines by Helen Cordero of Cochiti
Pueblo and is on exhibit until April 29.
Indian sculptor Douglas Coffin will work on abstract
art, "Totem Pole #I," April 24-25 with installation
taking place April 26 at 3 p.m. For more information, call the museum at 982-4636. Hours are
Tuesday through Saturday 10 a.m. to S p.m. and
Sunday from I to 5 p.m.

ACTIVITIES
TALENT SHOW - The Talent Show, sponsored by SUB
Noontime Entertainment, will hold its competition
from noon until I p.m. Wednesday. Prizes include a
paid performance at UNM's Spring Fiesta, April 2225. For more information, call 277-2328.
THE h.LEOAL AtmNs BAND ~ The Illegal. Aliens band
will perform at the Children's Fine Arts Center, 1412
Central Ave. SE on April 17 from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Admission is $2 and 50 percent of the proceeds will
go to the center.
ORB MoviiMEN"r ARTs - A workshop featuring Tom
Ehrlich is scheduled for Sunday from 2 to 5 p.m. at
Orb Movement Arts, 821 Mountain Rd. NW. The
topic will be "Voices of the Drums'' ancl will center
on teaching fundamentals of rhythm. For more
informatkm, call 842•0972.

PoETRY READING - The public is invited to listen or
participate in the Bookcase Spring '82 poetry series.
The last of the four readings will be on April 21 at
7 ;30 p.m. at the Bookcase, 109 Mesa SE, Refreshments will be served, For more information, call 2473102 or 867-3046.
THE SuBWAY STATION - Dances are scheduled for both
Friday and Saturday night from 9 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.
with Jams Unlimited providing the music in the
Subway Station, lower level of the SUB: Admission
is $2 for students and $3 for the general public.
THE LucY L1NK Donald Johanson, an anthropologist, will present a. public lecture as a benefit
for The New Mexico Museum of Natural History's
People-to-People Fund raising drive, April 23, at 8
p.m., in Woodw;ud Hall.
CoNCEPTIONS SourHWEST, a University of New Mexico
student arts organization, will conclude its 1982
('>erformance Series of film, video, dance, and music
at 8 p.m. on April 17 and 18 at the Experimental
Theater, in the UNM Fine Arts Center.
ART IN THE PARK- The New Mexico Union and fine
arts department are holding the first Art in the Park
arts and crafts festival on April 29, 30, and 31
between the Student Union Building and the fine arts
center. Included will be 30 artists and craftspersons
and UNM's drama, music and dance departments
will be presenting performances throughout the day.
Two special features include: a concert on Friday
evening from 6 to 9 p.m. by the UNM Jazz Band,
and a family day on Saturday with entertainment for
all ages.
THE NEW MEXICO GUITAR SOCIETY - has scheduled its
April meeting for 4 p.m. at the First United
Methodist Church, Fourth and Lead SW. Guest
performer will be Vincente Saucedo. The public is
invited free of charge.
THE UNM INTERNATIONAL FoLK DANCE CLUB - meets
every Tuesday evening at the riorth end of the second
Ooor of the SUB. Advanced dancers meet from 6 to
7 p.m.; beginning to intermediate dancers meet from
7 to 8: IS p,m.; and open dancing is from 8 to 10
p.m. Admission is SO cents a person and teaching is
available for beginners.
SCRABBLE PLAYERS CLUB No. 129 - meets Tuesdays at
7 p.m at Joa-Joa's Place, 5000 Central SE.
Admission is $1 for each person.
WAOON WHEELS SQUAREDANCE Cum - meets ThUr·
sdays from 7 to 9 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom, There
is a live caller; refreshments are provided.
UNM .BALLROOM DANCE CLUII - meets every Friday
night at 7:30 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom. Everyone is
invited. The club offers free mini-lessons at the start
of each session. There is a $1 charge for nonmembers; membership fee for the rest of the
semester is $3.
THE BROADWAY JAZZ CLUB - meets Fridays and
Saturdays
at 8 p.m in the in the Tamarind
Restaurant in the Galleria. This week, a special event
is in store with Alma and Friends, featuring a 12picce band. and music from Alma's soon to be
released album. Membership at the jazz club is $30
annually,
C!iEss CLUB - Anyone interested in the game of .chess
is invited to join this newly formed club that focuses
on playing chess for fun and relaxation as well as
developing individual skills. The club meets on
Thursdays at 2:30 p.m. in room 253 of the SUB.

CoNCERTS
KELLER HALL SERIES - Spectacular Vlll, presented by
the UNM Collegiate Singers, with John Clark
directing, is ah entertainment extravaganza presented
by the Southwest's premier show group. It is
scheduled for Friday and Saturday. at 8:15 p.m.
Tickets are $4 for the general public and $3 for
faculty/staff, students, senior citizens and Century
Club members.
·
•.• _
RoSALIE SORRELS AND UTAH PWLLIPS - The tWO Will
pair up in concert singing traditiohal American folk
music Friday at Woodward Hall at' 8 p.m. Ticket
prices are $5 general admission and are available at
the Bookstop, 3500 Central Ave., or at the door.
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BLACK SABBATH/OUTLAWS Will be at Tingley Coliseum
on Mother's D01y, May 9, at 8 p.m. Tickets are
available through all Giant ticket outlets.
JoAN JETT will be in the Civic on May 4 ~~ 8 p.m.
Tickets are available through Giant ticket pullets.
SENIOR RECITALS - UNM .music students who will be
receiving bachelor degrees this spring will perform
their senior recitals in Keller Hall at 8:~5 p.m.
Performers include: organist Lynn Maynord on
Friday; saxaphonist Leonard Pena on Saturday, and
soprano Jill Torvund on Thursday,
THE B1o BAND SHow - Johnny Desmond, known fpr
suco major recording hits "s "The Yellow Rose of
Texas" and "The High and the Mighty," will
headline this ye!lr's Big Band Show which is
schelduled for April 24 at 3 p.m. and 8:15 p.m. at
Popejoy Hall. Tickets are available at the Popejoy
Hall box office or through Ticketmaster. For more
information call 277-3121.

SUPERLEARNING

CowooY's (3301 Juan Tabo Blvd, NE) - Friday and
Saturday night the country music sounds of The
Kenny ,Knapp Band are heard,

YOU'VE HEARD ABOUT IT-NOW IT'S HERE

DANBI's (2900 Coors NW) This weekend,
Albuquerque's premier jazz club presents Music by
The William Morris Agency. Music begins at 8:30

Albuquerque Classes Begin Tomorrow
Saturday Aprii17·Register Now !

p.in.

STUDENTS ONLY $75

FRAIR's NoRTH (4410 Wyoming NE) - Sassy Jones
plays contemporary rock music for listening and
dancing on Friday and Saturday night beginning at 9
p.m.

CALL

$1

w
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FRIAR's Pun (6825 Lomas 'NE) -The modem rock
sound of Soundstage is featured both on Friday and I
Saturday night.
1
GJBRALTER's (4800 San Mateo Blvd. NE) - Modern .1
rock, top 40 music by 50~ will be featured through I
the end of next week. Mus1c starts at 9 p.m. on both 1
Friday and Saturday night,
I
THE GOLDEN INN (Golden, take highway 14 toward the .•
Crest) - The Ozone Express will be playing on
Friday, Saturday and Sunday night. Music begins at I
8 p.m.
I
GIWIAM CENTRAL STATION (3301 Juan Tabo)- Friday I
night the J?uke. Ci~y All_ Stars will be plaY!ng, and
Saturday mght 1s d1sco mght. Wednesday n1ghts are I
dr.ink-and-drown night with 25-cent wen drinks from 1
7 to 9 p.m.
I

Domino's
p•
IZZ8

Delivers
Fast,

NUEVO MEXICO SI! ~ Music of New Mexican History
translated into English is playing at the Tiffany
Playhouse, weekends through the end of April.
Curtain times are 8 p.m. on Friday and Saturday,
and 3 p.m. on Sundays. Ticket prices are $4; $3 for
senior ciiizens, children and students; $3 a person for
groups of 10 or more.
CoMMON PREDATORS This original script by
Albuquerque's John Tuttle is scheduled at the Alley
Theater Southwest now through April 18. cu;tain
times are 8: I 5 p.m. Thursdays throl!gh Saturdays
and 2:30 p.m. on Sundays. Ticket prices are $4 for
the general public and discounts are available for
students and sehior citizens.
STEVIE - The Vortex Theater presents this play which
is based on the life and writings of British poetess
Stevi.e Smith. Showtimes are Fridays through Sundays, now through May 2. Friday and Saturday
performamces will begin at 8 p.m.; Sunday performances are at 2:30 p.m. Tickets are $4, $3.50 for
students and senior citizens. For reservations and
more information, call the Vortex at 247-8600.
THE PLAY OF DANIEL - This 13th century liturgical
drama will be perfonned by the UNM Opera Studio,
Sean Daniel, director, and the UNM Early Music
Ensemble on Friday, April 16 at 8:15 and Saturday
April 17 at 2 p.m. and 8:15 p.m. It will be performed at the St. John's Episcopal Cathedral, 318
Silver SW, Costs are $5 for general admission and
$3.50 fot students, faculty, staff, senior citizens and
Century Club members. The original costumes in the
New York production, which Daniel was a part of,
will be worn.
ANNIE -Annie, based on the ageless comic strip, won
the Tony in 1977 for best musical of the year, the
New York Drama Critics Circle Award, along with
seven Drama Desk awards, and will be in Popejoy
Hall on TueSday, April 20 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $20,
$18, and $14.
GEMINI, GEMINI - This comedy-dtama is the story of a
young man who comes home to south Philadelphia
after attending school at Harvard, and begins to
Work things out with his family. This play had a
five-year run on Broadway and is not recommended
for children. Perfonnances will be April 22, 23, 24,
28, 29, 30 and May 1 at 8 p.m. in Rodey Theater.
Tickets are $3 for UNM staff; students and faculty,
and $4 for the general public.
CHILDREN OF A LESSER Goo - This play by New
Mexico playwrite Mark Medoff is the 1980 Tony,
Outer Critics Circle and Drama Desk Award winner
for best play of the season. This play deals with the
world of the deaf' and their special prpblems. The
performance is set for April 28, at 8: IS p.m. at
Popejoy HalL Tickets are $15, $13 and $10.
JusT KIDDINO - The AlbUquerque Little Theater
presents an original, fun," family musical Which will
open Friday, April 30 and will run for two
weekends. Showtimes are Friday and Saturday
evenings at 8 p.m., Saturday and Sunday matinees at
2 p.m. Tickets start at $5. For information and
reservations call the Albuquerque Little Theater at
242-4315.

$1 o'o ff
. • . 0 any pizza.
One coupon per pizza

UP IN SMOKE - Showing at the South Broadway
Cultural Center, 1025 Broadway SE at 3:30 p.m.
daily from April 15-19, with a 7:30 p.m. showing
April 17 free of charge, ·
SIX JAPANESE DIRECTORS - The comparative survey Of
six Japanese directors continues Friday and Saturday
with Tales of the Taira Clan by Kenji Mizoguchi at 7
and 9 p.m. at the Rising Sun Media Arts Center in
Santa Fe. Admission is $3.
AIRPLANE - Far North, Los Altos
CANDY and CANDY GOES TO HOLLYWOOD - Don
Pancho's (April21-22)
CHARIOTS OF FIRE - Wyoming
DeATHTRAP- Winrock
FAME- :Don Pancho's (April16-17)
FANTASIA - Highland
FRoM MAO TO MoZART - The Guild
A LITTLE SEX - Montgomery Plaza
KENTtlCKY FRIED Movlll - Far North, Los Altos
Nllll. SIMoN's I OUOHT To BE IN PICTURES - Far
North, Montgomefy Plaza, Wyoming
ON GoLDEN PoND ~Cinema East, Louisiana Blvcl.
ON 'TH!i RtoHt TRACK - Eastdale
PoRKY's - Lobo, Louisiana Blvd.
QUEST FoR FUlE - Coronado Four
REDS - Cinema East
RicHARD PRYOR, LiVE ON SUNSET STRIP - Coronado
Four
RoDIN HooD ~ Far North, Winrock
RoNIN I AND II ~ Don Pancho's (April 18"20)
Sn.ENT RAGE - Coronado Four, Far North
SoME KINo oF H'ERo --Coronado Four, Far North
StARDUST~ Don PanchO's (April 16-17)
TAl's - Eastdale, Louisiana Blvd.
VICTOR/VIctoRiA ...., Los Altos Twin

NIGHT ENTERTAINMENT
BoOAR'r's (Montgomery Plaza) ~ This weekend
features contemporary rock and oldies by Off the
Wall in the upstairs lounge, and downstairs it's
music by Prophet. Music starts at 9 p.m. Monday
through Friday,
CARAVAN EAsT (7605 Central NE) - BuckerM Park·
way begins playing at S p.m for cocktail hour;
Swamproots furnishes music for dancing at 8 p.m.
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3920 Central SE I
I
262-1662
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L -----------~-----------Limited delivery area
®19B1 Domino's Pizza. Inc.
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The ASUNM Film· Committee
.

presents

Oliver
Starring

.

Burn-__,..,.--=--

Merion
Winner Brendo
of& end

Academy Directed
Awards by
Gillo

Friday 7 8t 9 pm

MOVIES
THE ASUNM FILM CoMMITTEE will present the
following films this week in the SUB Union Theater:
Oliver - Based on Dicken's Oliver Twist and winner
of six Academy Awards including best picture. This
film is showing Friday at. 7 and 9:15p.m.
Burn - Marlon Brando stars in this epic account of
the 1840's Portuguese rebellion against the British.
Brando performs as a British-employed mercenary
who eventually realizes the futility of opposing a
guerilla movement. Showtime is Saturday at 7 and
9:15p.m.
Winifred Wagner - After a court-ordered silence of
30 years, the daughter·in-law of Richard Wagner
recounts her relationship with Hitler and 60 year~ of
German culture. li shows at 8 p.m. Wednesday.
Landscape after Battle - Based on a story by Tadeusz
Borowski, this 1970 film tells of a desperate love
between two former concentration camp prisoners
within a setting of grim, post-war chaos. It is in
Polish with subtitles and shows Thursday at 1 and
9:15p.m.

I
I
I
I
I
I
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Free Delivery

•

NED's Et PoRTAL (4200 Central SE) - Top 40 music,
contemporary tunes and oldies by Ole Scratch are
scheduled for this weekend. Music starts at 9 p.m.
PALOMINO CLUB - The Riding Shotgun will begin
playing country music at 9 p.m. on both Friday and
Saturday night.
THE SYNDICATE (2225 Wyoming NE) - Folksinger and
guitarist Debbie Brown is featured for dinner music
from 7 to 10 p.m. Easy-listening piano music
compliments the dinnertime atmosphere on weekday
evenings.
TAVERNA LOUNGE (800 Rio Grande NW) - Linda
Cotton and Streetlife will be entertaining at the
lounge in the Sheraton Old Town Inn through April
24 from 9 p.m. to 1:30 a.m. nightly.

I
I
I
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THEATER

888-4411

Saturday 7 8t 9 pm

SUB Theater

Students • $1.50
Others· $2.00
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Friday and Saturday

BURGER & BREW
SPECIAL
% Pound Hamburger, Fries
and a Draft Beer*

* must be 21 or older
~LV

$2.75

•

manna
cemra1avenue
resuuram

UTAH PHILLIPS
ROSALIE SORRELS
FIUDAY APRIL 16, 1982/8:00 pm

Woodward Hall/ UNM
$5.00 General Admission
Tickets available at the BOOKSTOP
Nob Hill Center 3500 Central SE.
and at the door
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UNM Professor Goes to Germany on Fulbright Scholarship
Laura Tolley

continued from page R· 1

Friday, April 16,
is "Lights Out" day
atUNM
Utility bills at UNM are often well over half a
million dollars a month. Lights alone cost more
than $500 an hour. The UNM Energy
Conservation Program is planning "lights
out" day Friday, April 16 to draw attention to
the possibilities for energy conservation on
campus, and to remind students, faculty, and
staff of the tremendous costs associated with
energy use at the University.

Dr. James Ruppert of the
University of New Mexico's Gallup
Branch has been awarded a
Fulbright scholarship for academic

fault of her own. Caine was the most convincing as a greedy, forlorn,
dragged-out, losing playwright that comes back with a great ~econd act
(you'll see what I mean when you see the movie). Not so much hts w~rds as
his facial expressions that instills sheer terror into the heart ofthe vtewers.
Talk about drama, suspense- Caine is a master.
T!te music didn't help any in telling the good guys from the b~d guys.
You know, on television, the bad guy wears black.and the bad mustc plays7
Well the clothes in Deathtrap were plain and stmple and the mustc was
alwa~s the same - suspenseful. I almost had cardiac arrest even with my
eyes closed.
What more can I say7 Except to add that the chairs had backs to catch
me when I flung myself from the edge of my seat.
To Deathtrap- I toast you!

Mor~les

cornmunity, not just the
University. It's a chance for
people to get an exposure to a
wide variety of cultures."
From 2 to 6. p.m. in the
Student Union Building food
and arts and crafts from different countries will . be on
display and for sale.

The I Sth annual International
Festival will be held at the
University of New Mexico
Saturday.
Sponsored by the Inter·
national Center, the one·day
festival will feature food, arts
and crafts,. music and dance
from 16 foreign countries,
At 7 p.m. in Woodward Hall
Festival director Joana 10 I there will be a free perMcNamara said, "The festival is formance by foreign students of
for the entire Albuquerque indigenous dance and music.

Sandy Garritano
From Mao to Mozart
The documentary film produced and directed by Murry Lerner, From
Mao to Mozart: Isaac Stern in China, opens at the Guild today. The film

,I

UNM ENERGY CONSERVATION PROGRAM

it was timed too close to the
beginning of the state. fair.

facilities at UNM and the aversion
of
many
performoJ;s
to
Albuquerque makes it difficult for
He said Rabbit's manager PEC to book more good acts.
Griffin said although he believes
the situation is changing,
Albuquerque is currently known in
the music business as "AibuWhat To Do About It.
turkey.''
Zimbardo's presentation will
Griffin said the committee hopes
begin at I p.m. in the Old Lecture to recoup some of its losses in the
Hall north of the UNM engineering upcoming Oak Ridge Boys and
complex.
Muscle Shoals concerts. He said the
Co-sponsors of the presentaion committee lost a possible $10,000 to
are the Graduate Interdisciplinary $15,000 profit when the J. Giels
Lecture Series and the psychology Band pulled out of a planned spring
department.
concert.

Researcher To Lecture about Shyness
A prominent social-psychology
researcher will talk on "Shyness,
Mental Prisons and Freedom" on
April 30 at the University of New
Mexico.
The speaker will be Dr, Philip G.
Zimbardo, professor of psychology
at Stanford University and author
of the boo.k Shyness: What It Is,

J
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Clean-cut
and easy to wear,
Generra.
Check out the new shapes ... cool
and looking good. Stitched up in
cotton and the blends you prefer
when the temperature's rising.
Generra slacks, new elastic-back
waist with self-tie belt. Cool blend
of cotton/ramie/linen. Summer
colored in natural, taupe, aubergine
or charcoaL 28 to 36, 26.00
Generra shorts, pleated and cuffed
in crisp polyester/cotton twill.
Khaki, navy, natural, rose, grey or
yellow. 29 to 36, 18.00 Both shown
with Pier Connections' cotton
shirt. Banded collar, pleated
front in summer colors. s,M,L, 16.00

Taverna Lounge

Energy saved today
is energy tomorrow.

four Artes Chicano cultural per·
formances and $5639 on the Eddie
Rabbit concert, Griffin said.
Griffin said the Artes Chica!)O

l
I

Eddie Tafoya

In our search
for new energy resources,
it's sometimes forgotten
that conservation
is our most immediately available source
of new power.

Ruppert is presently chairman of

humanities and communications at
UNM·Gal]up.
"Competition for these positions
are fierce," Ruppert said. "It's
hard to keep my mind on my work,
1 keep thinking I'm on the plane.''

-:ontinued from page1
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"Gary-the-bartender's world famous Margaritas - they'll knock you
on your ass every time," and if you don't like Margaritas, Gary-thebartender has a Singapore Fling or a Mia Tia that'll do the same trick and
the amount of enjoyment you get out of it is all up to you and your personal liquor preference.
Gary-the-bartender is one of a couple of bartenders working at the
Taverna Lounge. The Taverna is located inside the Sheraton OldTown lnn
and is part of a new generation of Albuquerque jazz clubs. The Taverna
Lounge is small in spatiality, dance floor and notoriety, but despite this
lack of muscle {when you consider Friar's North and Graham Central
Station as the big boys), this small but dignified lounge in Albuquerque's
north valley is rather pleasant, with amber glowing glass candle jars on the
tables and and brown upholstered soft and comfortable chairs and a
clientele that seems to be growing with each Friday-afternoon happy hour
as it attracts the nine-to-fivers who want to get a jump on the weekend.
The happy hour at the Taverna is from 4 to 8 p.m. Monday through
Friday, and two-for-one drink specials (on everything except bottled beer)
is what the managment hopes will incite happiness among its patrons, For
the drink•and·snackers, the Taverna features deep-fried :ruchinni, shrimp
coctail and potato skirts, among other dishes, and all of these are attainable
at somewhat reasonable {but by no means the most reasonable) prices.
"Happy hour," said Gary-the-bartender, "usually gets pretty crazy.
Inside we have standing room only and outside people are sometimes lined
up for as much as an hour!'
And the music . , • Well, the music at the Taverna has changed from the
middle class Barry Manitow-ish type of dinner music to jazz, and the last
few weeks (and the next couple of weeks, for that matter) the entertainment was (and is) furnished by Linda Cotton and Street Life. The
Taverna hopes to keep up with the jazz scene. In fact the Taverna hopes to
start bringing in some nationally famous acts by the middle of the summer.
The Taverna is a nice, pleasant place with good drinks and has good
munchies and dim lighting and a comfortable atmosphere and has Garythe·bartender and his world-famous cocktails .. It's a good rival for the
happy hours at Ned's or Bertnigan's or Garcia's.
So if ever you are in Old Town, wondering what on earth there is Ill that
place that attracts all those tourists, stop by the Taverna, tell them Garythe-Bartender sent you.
Oh, the regular prices are a. little steep, by the way • , ,

The Fulbright scholarships were
started in 1961 to establish an
international exchange of scholars
and students.

------·-----15th International Festival - P E C show was done because of pressure prornised'to pay back any loss PEC
promoter becomes known as
by
"executive members" of incurred, but the $5000 loss has not
unreliable.
ASUNM,
and said the Eddie yet been covered.
Features Variety of Cultures The committee also lost $6419 on Rabbit concert
lost mopey because
Griffin said insufficient concert
Carlos M.

records the American violinist's visit to the Peoples Republic of China in
June of 1979. A country once denied Western music summons the gray and
lightsome master to enhance its experience of the classic composers,
Mozart and Beethoven.
Stern tours the highly competitive Conservatory of Music in Shang Hai
where Chinese children audition for entrance at age eight and only one out
of 14 applicants are accepted. He offers his encouragement and criticism.
He mimics the students with his violin, mocking their rigid academic
deliveries in a way that draws laughter yet makes a point. He tells them that
to be a musician one needs more than discipline, technique, and the ability
to play all of the hard pieces. Most importantly, one must play from the
heart.
And heartwarming is this film that portrays an exchange of cultural and
artistic excellence, Along With the montages of the landscape portraying
the steamy, lush, olive-green countryside, we are intimately in!roduced to
the bicycling urbanites of Peking, The lined faces are mobtle and optimistic. China is portrayed as "on the move" toward a more perfect
socialism, carefully preserving its heritage, and deepening its understanding of the West. A full orchestra made up of traditional Chin~se
instruments plays Dixie for Isaac Stern in their eagerness to welcome htm
to their home. A poetic transition using the dark flashes of passing trees
seen from a moving train's window accompanied by the muffled sounds of
the engine carry us to a vaudeville act in Peking where two men use their
voices and microphones to create the identical sound. Cohesive editing that
binds image and sound in an elegant manner adds to this insightful approach to documentation.
The sound is mostly recorded live with occasional use of narration where
Isaac Stern recalis his experiences. There is also, of course, a lot of music
which is most impressively performed by the youngest Chinese students.
After one particularly moving performance of a Beethoven piano sonata
by an eight-year-old boy, Isaac Stern springS to his feet and proclaims it to
be equal to the highest of international standards for excellence.
This film is both inspiring and enjoyable. It is deeply human in the
highest sense.

yearpl982-83 in Germany.
Munich in Germany.
Ruppert recei.ved a junior lecRuppert said he will probably be
tureship awarded by the American teaching courses in American
German Fulbright Commission. He Literature and American Studies.
Will be teaching at the American He added that he might also teach a
Institute at the University of writing course.

Goldwaters New Directions

THE SPIRIT OF THE SOUTHWEST SINCE 1860

To order, call 883-3600 or 800·528,-7992 toll-free
Goldwaters Coronado Center. Shop Mon. thru Fri. 10 am to 9 pm Sat. 10 am to 6 pm Sun. 12 nc;JQn to 5pm 6600 Menau/ Blvd. NE 883-3600
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Conceptions Performance Series Gets. 'Like' Really Weird
it's only been around one time
before, but considering the way
Out-On· The-Streets Reporter
things work on this campus, that's
"Step right this way ladies and quite a feat, Hey, come a little
gentlemen! See thl! show, see the closer. No- I won'thurtya', Give
show! Doesn't cost a dime, only an eye here. You see, there's this
takes a lillie lime! Door prizes, magazine, Conceptions Southwes(,
bizarre entertainment! See the They're the ones with all those odd
spectacle of dance, hear wonders of ads that appear on the pages of this
sound, be astounded by visual very same newspaper. You know
the ones? Yeah, I know they're a
theatrics! Step right this way!"
A Cl!rnival? The Broadway Red little obscure and don't say too
Light District in San Francisco? much, but hey, what do you expect
Bourbon Street in New Orleans? from a bunch of artists? Listen,
Naw', it's oone of those things, it's Conceptions is basically a
the Conceptions Southwest Per· magazine, right? Art and Literature
formance Series. You know, it and all that. Well, the staff of this
happens once a year, Well, actually mag decided that there was a whole

Uay-0-Vac

BOOG POWELL (Former American
Baseball Great): Koichi here has
been giving me a new angle on
baseball. It seems the game's a
little different in Japan.
KOICHI NUMAZAWA (Former
Japanese Baseball Great):
-r ? , fJIJ ~ t:t 7 -r - Jv r IJ<,1, at llf)

"C'Ttlo

BOO&: That's right. The field is

world of art out there that just
didn't fit into the magazine. It'd be
pretty strange if you bought a
magazine and had to pick up a
guitar player at the counter to take
home with you, right? !'mean who
can afford to cut an album and put
out a magazine with the money you
get from students? So these guys
decided, "Why don't we get some
people together, find some space
around town, show movies, put on
some performances and show
people what's. going on in town."
So they did just that, and to top it
off- it's free.
Yeah, free. Hey, would I lie to
you? Listen, this weekend at the

smaller over there.
KOICHI:'?11J, ::..-:~- 1-'C"•l'a\llf)

~a*A0·~~·h~~~TT~o

BOOG: Well, now that you mentioned it, I guess you guys are
kind a smaller. Does that mean
you drink Lite Beer 'cause it's less
filling?
KOICHI: \.' '?:...., t:; \.' L \.' 1.1' ':> W: t;
A- "t:"T J: o

Experimental Theatre (you know,
that black room in the basement of
the Fine Arts Center), Conceptions
is going to fill the whole weekend
with this really wierd stuff. Starting
tonight there's going to be this
group called "Gross Prophets."
Look, I'm not supposed to tell
anyone, but most of these guys are
in this group called the Generics.
You know them? Yeah, punkrocker types. Well, listen: I caught
this performance they did downtown at the AUA; they callell it
"Modern Scilence," It wasn't there
standard gig of Ventures covers and
post-punk take-offs. This stuff was
theater, man, put to
great -

BOOG: Tastes great? That's why I
drink it, too! I guess we have a lot
more in common than I thought.
KOICHI: "t <7>iiii IJ ! 1:"? "t:'T, a ;f
<7.>tfJ:l!7'-.L..t:.A. I) 11t~IJ'o
BOOG: Me? I'm too big to play on
a Japanese team.
KOICHI: "t ~ t,J: :. c t.J: \., "t:"'t J: , ::..-

=-

1- t:J1~·e-t J: o

BOOG: Shortstop?! Very funny.

modern music, their own stuff. So,
I imagine this gig will be just as
strange. 1 hear they have these door
prizes when you come in, toasters
and stuff like .that. Most of the
stuff doesn't work, but hey, it's like
these guys say, "You are what you
own." These guys start at 8 p.m. I
rnean nobody really gets up at 8 in
the morning, right?
Saturday night, same time,
there's gonna be sorne dancin'. No,
not you, you just get to watch.
They got this girl, Lane Lucas. She
did something last year, a piece
called "Voices From the Low
One." Pretty hot stuff. Got this
guy named Aurthur Armijo to do it
with her. Strictly modern, man;
none of this dying swan stuff on
tip-toes. Well, she moved away,
was hanging out in Seattle, They
brought her back 'cause they liked
her stuff so much. Her new stuff is
called "Trumping," like in the
cards. There's going to be someone
else dancing that night too, Cindy
McCrossen, a student here. Did a
piece in the student dance
production last semester and had
this local sound wizz, Manny
Rettinger, do the sound. Per·
sonally, I think it was the best piece
in the show. But hey, don't take roy
word for it- see it yourself. Like I
said, it's free.
Well, Sunday, again at 8 p.m.
there's even more stuff. Sound
kinds of things. Now, this stuff
really runs the garnut. First off,
imagine this, we're all sitting in The
Ex, waiting to be entertained. A
telephone rings, someone picks it
up, only we can all hear the con·
versation. Next thing you know
there's slides being flashed on the
wall and we're being given a tour of
New Orleans. Yeah, a telephone
tour of New Orleans. See, this guy,
Norman Everett, is actually in New
Orleans, calling collect of course,
from this phone booth in the
French Quarter. Really, I'm not
joking. He's really there, only we're
here and he's going to give a
walking tour of the place.
After that there's going to be this
group called the "Jujubes," an all
girl band. Bet you didn't know girls
could play electric guitar? The
1ujubes are basically an off shoot
of another band that two of the
members got together called the
Arnazones. That didn't work out so
well, but they did do some good
stuff. Had this cover version of the
Zombies' "She's Not There " and
changed the words around so that it
was a song about social diseases.
NeY.t group will be a gang (or is it
a
club?)
called
"Zeta
Reticula."Nnow this I have to see.
This is Dwight Loop's band. You
know Dwight? Does all the New
Music stuff at KUNM. No, not
new-wave, electro-modern, obscure
synthesizer maestros and all that.
Sounds interesting.
Well that's the scoop, be there or
T -square man. Experimental
Theatre, all weekend, right? Hey
listen, I gotta' go, catch you later,
o.k.7

~.•
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Sports.
Lobos Take on San Diego State, Hawaii,
Hope To Break Four-Game Losing Streak
Steve King

..

·
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the wall before, but if the guys want
it bad enough, we can whip
anyone," he said. "Just because
these teams are ranked, doesn't
rnean a thing. We treat them just
like we treated the other teams we
faced."
Pitching was the main problem
for UNM in the UTEP series, but
hurler David Steinberg feels that he
can turn things around for UNM.
''We were tight and just didn't get
the timely hits or the fielding that
was needed for usto win," he said.
Steinberg will be the starter in the
first game Friday.
"I think that if I can pitch well in
the first game, it might give us a
boost," Steinberg said. "I have to
be the stopper."
Larry Harrison and Bob

The University of New Mexico
baseball team will find out this
weekend whether it will be in the
race for the Western Athletic
Conference
southern
division
crown or if they will occupy the
cell;ll', when they host San Diego
State University and Hawaii.
The Aztecs and Rainbows will
play a pair of doubleheaders with
Vince Cappelli's Lobos. The Lobos
take on SDSU today and Saturday,
then play four garnes with the
Rainbows Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday.
The 24-18 Lobos are coming off
of a dis.astrous road trip that saw
them drop four games to UTEP.
The Miners downed the Lobos 140, 9-3, 8-3 and won the last garne,
However, Cappelli has protested
the game. The garne was tied 8-8
when the umpires called the garne a
forfeit when Cappelli failed to leave
the stadium after being ejected for
arguing a calL A ruling on the
protest is expected next week.
"It might have helped us to go
down there and get beat," said
Cappelli. "We've been up against
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Lobos Host Twilight Invite
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1 Half: Pre!.
5 Thrill
10 Misjudges
14 Versed In:
2 words
15 Fruit
16 Ham's father
17 Comforting
19 Attendance
20 Turned down
21 Made sale
23 West Point
lrosh
26 Hockey org.
27 Mystify
30 Conquer
34 Dry
35 Old Instruments
37 Pub drink
38 Fall mo.
39 Highway
machines
41 Hard drink
42 Sherbet
43 Stoci<:
2words
44 Zen, e.g.
45 Flow
4 7 Crucifies
50 Apex
51 Furnish guns

52 Persian truth
god
56 Lariats
60 Farm unit
61

11

The Lobo-Aztec twinbills begin
at I p.m. at Lobo field. The
Rainbows will play single games on
Monday and Wednesday and a
twinbill Tuesday. All games begin
at I p.m. at Lobo field.

The University of New hve both cleared 18 feet this
Mexico men's track team will year,
hold their first outdoor home
UNM's Dwayne Rudd is the
meet Friday when they host the top entry in the long jurnp and in
Albuquerque
Twilight the sprints.
Invitational.
Field events begin at4:30 p.m.
The Lobos, coached by Del with the running events starting
Hesse!, will take on Colorado at 5;30 p.m. ill University
State University, Air Force, Stadium.
Texas Tech and Abilene
Christian University.
Saturday, both the Lobo
Two pole vaulters from men's and women's track teams
Abilene Christian will be among will travel to El Paso, Texas to
the expected performers. ACU's compete in the El Paso
Brad Pursley and Dale Jenkins Invitational.

The second annual flea
market sponsored by the UNM
intramurals department Will be
held on Saturday April 24, not
on April 21 as was reported in
Wednesday's Daily Lobo,
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!llfice 5llioob !llntiqu~
lll09 crou.mer 9(~
bU\1 sen trabe
299-4078

TOOAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

Gemignani were the only offensive
bright spots for the Lobos at
UTEP. Harrison, who was hitting
.095 early in the season, raised his
average
to
,303.
BarrY
Brunenkant's average dropped to
.431 from .458 afler a four for 16
performance at the plate against the
Miners.

MONDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

take on
the challenge ...
realize
the future
The Challenge
Imagination, courage, leadership and
engineering expertise of the highest order...
these are the traits you need to meet the
challenge of our technology. Our leader·
ship position at the forefront of commetclal
nuclear power systems wlll provide you with
unique professional experience.

-

Cowboy''
64 Portal
65 Spanish bulls
66 Religious
court
67Terminl
68 Set out
69 Sad word
DOWN
1 Mute: Phon.
2 Weapon
3Wall
4 Vapid
5 Fled from
6 Irish sea god
7Bon - :
Good friend
8 Big weights
9 Give rise to
10 swallow up
11 Cry
12 Reprove
13 Moult
18 Hawk
22 Game lor a
brain
24 Make last

25 Scholarly
27 Footing
28 Vertical
29 Auto part
31 Athirst
32 Faye of film
fame
33 Omar's
products
36 Dovelalf
39 Albumen
40 Fortifications
44 Indonesian
isle
46 Anesthetics

The Commitment
General Public Utilities created an independent organization. GPU Nuclear. to
centralize its nuclear capability .and
provide safer. more reliable generation of
electricity with nuclear energy. GPU Nuclear
has the strongest commitment to the
flawless safely of our plants.

48 Least
common
49 Baseball's
Speaker
52 Fashioned
53 Statue
54 Walked over
55 Photographed
57 Cat'spaw
58 Column
59 Red and
Dead
62 AGershwln
63 And not

The Opportunity
GPU Nuclear Is responsible for the operation
of Oyster Creek Nuclear Station In New
Jersey, start-up and recovery of lwo Three
Mile Island units 'located in Middletown,
Pennsylvania: and an off-site design ond
engineering group in Parsippany, New
Jersey. We offer you: • Top benefits • Ad·
vanced educational opportunities and a
chance to live In beautiful North Central
New Jersey, the New Jersey Shore or the
Pennsylvania Dutch Country.
We are seeking entry level and experienced
professionals In the foiiOINing categories
• Mechanical
• Nuclear a Health
• Electrical
Phyalcs/Radlallon
• Chemical
Protecllon
For more information about job opportunities at GPU Nuclear, fill out the coupon
below and send itto: J. Troebllger. P.O. Box
480. Middletown, PA 17057. We seek men
and women from all ethnic backgrounds
and the handicapped.

l?j ijJ JNuclear
GENERAL PUBLIC UTILITIES CORPORATION

will be on campus

April19

Where can I go If f want a work·
study job (based on finacial need)?
Work-study Program, Mesa Vista
Hall2113, ;'(35Jl.

------·-------------------------------18 5JlJ Nuclear

Where can I go if I want a job not
based tipon financial need? Part·
time Employment, Mesa Vista Hall
2U4, x262~.

GENERAL PUBLIC UTILITIES CORPORATION

I

J. Troebllger
P.O. Box 480

Middletown, Pa. 17057

NAME------~----------~~~------------------------~---DEGI!EE, SCHoo.__________________________~~----------

HOME ADDRESS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------------------------PHONE NO---------SPECIALIZATION----------------------~----------

·-~---·-------------·-·--·--------------J
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1. Personals
fiNF.ST SEU:CTION Ot' unique and traditional
gold w~dding sets. Charlie Romero Jcwelcrs', 293·
6901.
5/10
ACCURATI~ INFOIIMATION . ABOUT con·
trnccptlon, sterlli<ntion, abortion. Right to Choose,
294·0171.
tfo
l'Rt:GNA.NC¥ n;snNG & COUNSELING, Phone
Z47-9al9.
tfn
CONTr\CTS·I'OUSHING, SOI.UTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
Wt: 1101' IIISTRIIIUTORS, Prescription eyeglass
fratnes. Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless. $54.50 (regular $65,QO), Pay Less Opticians,
5001 Mennul N.A .. across frPtn LaBelles.
tfn
ONI.Y Sl,JS. TWO farm-fresh eggs, tWo homemade
chemical free suusage patties, two slices of toast, free
green chili. Open 1 a.m. Morning Glory Cafe. Corner
tfn
of Ulrard, Central and Monte Yistn268·7040.
$.~ BUYS llEST TIP of the wee~. DailY Lobo will pay
$5 for the best fleWS lip we receive every week.
Sources can remain confidct!lial, but Editor must
have your name to pay winner. 277·5656, ~~k for
Ncwsropm.
tfn
l'IIINt:St: nun·t:T, c;Ht:AI'l AU you can eat.
LilliCh $3.45, Supper $4.50, Sunday llrunch $3.45,
J;m·Jao'~ Place, 5000 Central A• e. SE.
tfn
I'ASSI'OIIT I'IIOTOS. LOWEST prices! Pleasant
picl!trcs! 123 Wellesley SE corner Silver. Piensc call
rir~t. 265·13Z3.
lfn
EKt:t: MONt:Y t'OR students. Act now fQr fall
wmes1er. For information, writ~ C'ornputcx ACS,
Sui!c 211, J6Q WnshingtQrt SE, Albuquerque, i'IM
87108.
4121
fORMING ,\COl:STIC DAN>. Need improv.:
woodwinds, percussion. Cal John 293·3229.
4/20
(TTE I.IOl'St:IIROKEN Klif-'lUOND male puppy,
4 month~ old, ail shots. 821·8083.
4/16
LOST: ('llt:STI:II, J\ large orangish golden/collie
<r<•ss. Belongs to arl eider!)• woman that relies on him
fur prm~tion. Any infonnation concerning hi5
"herc·abouts call2~6·7591.
4120
PAPt:I!IIA('KS, MAGA7.1NES, RECORDS
(';mcllcs, half rri.;c ol,.an at Half Price Books
<enrrul atl'nivcr~ity.
4128
Gt:T Rf;AI>Y t'OR Super Duck Frida~!.
4i 16
l'l.A \'BOY I'ENTIIOtiSE PLr\YGIRL Oui 99 cents
v.nh Student ID, Half Price Books, Records,
Magazines. Cemral at Uni•mity.
4128

TIIEGUNFIGHTf:RS ARJ.; wurning. -frld~y.
4/16
SKYI>.IVING CI,A.SS TillS S~t. ~nd Sun. Call Chrl$
at 277-4196 or ~andY a[ 27?.488$ for more in·
formnticm.
4/ I6
CUI QMilGA'S YOU have never partied untili you
have partied wit the ATO's.
4/16
JOUI!NAI.ISM 375 r\MID ali the turmpli we never
did thank you for all your work. Thank$, the Dally
Lobo staff.
4/ I 6
DUr\NE, WESt~T one re>ordM 7:30, Let's hope you
neverbreaidt. Helen.
4/16
THANKS, mcK, YOU were there When we needed
YQu anll sqmetimes when we didn't. ETX The
Snoo~eroom.
4/1 ~
TO TilE PIIODUCTION staff·· Duane, Seal!, l..izo
I.inda: your Jay-outs were quite remarkable. Here's
hoping the system doesn't get overlwat.ed. Keep ypur
knives sharp. Love, the Newsroom.
4/16
ENJOY SUPER DUCK Friday.
4/16
HEY, NOOZEROOM Nr\STIFS-· Cheer upl Old
staffs never die, they just go somewhere else lo work.
It's been fun, so let's keep in touch. The adventure Is
just beginning and this is our last paper. nest wishes •.
The Night Owl. Hoot-hoot.
4/16
OBAR OI.IV•: OIL, sorry I misscdyoQ at happy hour
at Posh Eddie's yesterday .. See ypu there todaY· Love,
Popeye!.
4116
JOr\NN, WILl. I be shouting from the highest
mountain tomorrow? Prove me wrong babe. MDG.
4/16
WIJA,T ,\ CREW! Working at the Lobo has been
gr.ent. I will miss you ail very much-Good luck,
Lillian.
4116
TO MIKE, JIM. AI, Kristina, Maryann. Lillian,
Bab1, Kim, Marci, and Leslie: TI1aok you! From
thPse of us at the .end of inlercom 9.
4/16
'nABS, WHAT ,\ woman!! The best to you always.
It's been u pleusure.. LJIIian.
4/16
JOl!RNAI.ISM 315 AMID all the turmoil we never
thanked you for ali of your work this semester. 'rhe
New Mexico Daily Lobo.
4/19

2. Lost & Found
LOST KEYS NEr\R Anderson Economics or
NROTC. On a yellow rubber "check." Important,
4/16
call843·607!.
I.OST PUP, DLOND tenier/mis w/red bandana.
Reward! 242.4080.
4/16
BLACK/IIROWN CAT with brown stripe down
nose. Maple NE/Grand area. Please hurrvl We miss

her. Jlrian, 843·60~8.
4/21
LOSTIJ HEART TO room 101. imme\liate contact
from one responsible greatly appreciated. Substantial
reward.
4/21
I.OST: CHESTER, A large oranglsh golden/collie
cross, Belongs to all elderly woman that re.Jies. on !lim
for pn>lection. Any information concemlng his
where-qbouts caii2S6"759J.
4/20
FOUNil IN ZIMMERMr\N Library.. poeket knife.
Come to Marron Hall 13 I to describe and claim.
4/16
LOST: GOI.I) FILIGREE wedding ring in Ladles
restroom SUB. Please .cail292·1016. Reward.
4/16
CL,\IM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
tfn
8:00a.m. to4;0Q p.m. daily,

MOI>ERN SCRIBE TYPING and editing services,
Professional results on technical, academic, and
business lext. Near UNM. Call 242-9609 after 6:00
p.m.
4/19
T\'PING.. Fr\ST, ACCURATE, reasonable, Casselle
Transcription. 247-2S8~.
515
'!;EN DOI,Lt\JIS .. RESUMES len dollars.
tfn
Professional Company, 2115-7551.
1NTE;RVIEWING1 t\l~E 'VOU prepared? C:om·
petition is tough, Learn the most effective in·
terviewing skills at our lnler~iewlng Techniques
Wor~shop. Shldent Rates! Albuquerque Resume
Service. 256-7608,
·
4121
TYPEWRITER JONES IS baekl Professional service
at competitive rates on Selectric, Cai126S·7257. 4/2)
TVPING, IBM SELECTRIC, 268·7001,
4/22

3. Services

4. Housing

GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals. MARC'S Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S.E.
265·3315.
tfn
TVPING-PRO.'ESSIONAL QUALITY pronto nt
Kinko/Pronto; TLC at no extra charge, We will edit,
KIP, 2312 Central SE, across Central from Popejl)y

THE CITADEL-SUPERB location near UNM and
dowrnown. llus service every 30 minutes. l bedroom
or efficiency, from $220. All utilities paid. Deluxe
~itchen with dishwasher and disposal, .recreation
room, .swimming pool, TV rpom and laundry, .Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE •. 243·2494, trn
FOR RENT; EFHCIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E;, $190/mo., ail utilities paid, $125 security
deposit. Fully furnished·securi!Y loc~s and laundry
facilities, No children or pets. Please call before 6;00
In the evening, 266·8392.
tfn
NICE.ONE.DilJIM, apt. UNM area, all utilities paid,
furnished. Pine and Coal S.E. $235.00 month. Call
266-7000.
4/16
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES. Furnished, ali utilities
paid, One bedroom, $230; studio, $200; efficiency,
$110. 1218 Copper NE, 200 Jefferson NE., 7900 Bell
SE. Unfurnished also. 842-6170, 262·0244.
4/1.9
STOREFRONT
IIETWEEN
DOWN·
TOWN/UNIVEIISITY$175, 243·3441, Schwart~.
4/20
IT'S IIACK ON the market, JO'x20' adobe house,
SJOO plus ulii.hies. Larger one bedroom $165 plus
utilities. Cali 293·.1070 after 5:00pm.
4120
UNM $200 3·BEilROOM · house with large, fenced
yard for kids and pets, 262·1751.
4/19
FREt; UTILITIES ON this large hQme wilh
beautiful, shaded p~lio and morel $175, 262·1751.

~L

~

.-\·1 TVPISTS·TERM papers, resumes 299·8970,
4/30
l4 HOUII TYPING, Cai1881·0628 afrer6pm, Jean.
4/16
PROFESSIONr\L
TYPING.
IIF.ASONr\BLE,
Extensive secretarial experience. IBM Selectric Ill.
299-6256 or 299·2676. Free pick up and delivery on
most orders,
4/21
GAIU)t:Nf:RS .. STAIIT F.t\SY with Tim's tilling,
4/30
Rototiliing, manure, clean· up. 268·65 10.
VOI.KSW,\GON
REPr\IRS-·TUNF~UPS.
Call
J nne, 247.8609.
4/19
PIIOH:SSION A L EI11TING. TERM papers, theses,
dissertations. All subjects, Call Linda: 281·1795.
4/20
QUALITY TYPING, LOMAS /Tramway area. 85
cents/page, 299·1355.
4/28
AAA FAST ACCUR,\ TE typing 266-3953.
4/16
PROH:SSIONJ\ L TYPING, Pt\l'll!IS and thesis.
lllM Selectric Ill. After 5:00, 243·7141.
4/16
QA TYPING SF.RVICF.: .a complete !yping and
.editorial system. Technical, geneml, legal, medical,
scholastic, charts and tables. 345-2125.
4/27
TYI'IN(J "INK" , WORK guaranteed •.Eslimates
glvcn-·16 ycnrs experlenccl 821-6916..
4/16

DENT AID.

4/19

HOUSE WIHI FIIEE utilities, large fenced yard and
morel $125. 262·1751.
4/19
A. CLF.t\N WELI.oKEPT country home, SISO, with
fenced yludl Kids, pets o.k.1 262·1751.
4/19
Gr\RAGE/WORKSHOP, ACREAGE! I $140 hpme.
262·1751.
4/19
CLF.A.N, PRIVATF., FURNISIJEil one bedroom
apartment with fenced yard and stomge, $170/mo.
plus udllties, $150 deposit. 344·4135.
4/16
FF.MALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share two
bedroom house in Northeast heights. 294·0354 after
·~~
~I
BEAUTIFUL tBDRM APARTMENT near Univ of
Albq. Furnished, hardwood Ooors, $199 per month,
utilities paid. 836·6404 after4:30.
4/19
MAI.E ROOMMATE TO share very large 3000 sq.
ft. home with washer, dryer, microwave, etc. Near 1
San Mateo and Central. $1" per mQnth. John, 266·
5311.
4/16
ROOM TO Rt:NT in large house near WashingtQn
and Constitution. $15 mo. Including utilities. 256D~

~9

NICE ONE BR 2 blocks from UNM w/g. Paid $175
with 6mo.lcase. After6:00 p.m. 265·3839.
4/22
BEAUTIHJL TWO OR Three bedroom house, I and
one half baths, fenced yard, fireplace, garage, car·
port; .ncarU!'lM; $395,00; 2SS·4006or345·5979.
4/23.

S. ForSale
l'OR SALE: ALFALFA $3.00 per bale first, second,
and third cuttings. Will deliver within a 10 mile radius
for $3;50 per bale. Ca11873·0372.
4/30
BUFFET CLARINJo:T, 5995; King Tenor sax a phone,
$495. Excellent condition, 2~8·5652.
4116
FOR Sr\LE: NEW Kelty backpacks, tents, sleeping
bags. 897-0039.
4/19
IIOI.UDARFRAME PACK $75, Neil, 268·0561.
4119

1913 TOYOTA CEUCA, Newly rebuilt upper
engine. New .rear tires, Good condition. 52,000. 292·
4494, evenings.
4/20
l>'TEREO SANSUI RECEIVER, JVC turntable,
Jerome speakers. $300 includes cabinet, Call M•W·F
between 8am-J2pm. 271-5868.
4/20
RCA COLOR TELEVISION $15, men's Scott boots
9-10,$50. 211·5385.
4120
3 PAIRS OF PELTONEN X·C racing skis, 205cm.
Asking$30, $65, SIOO (brand new). 268-7441. 4/16
1914 DATSUN B·llO. New paint job. Good con·
4/20
dillon Sl,OOO. 277-4080,
1911 VW DUG Ask for Jim after 6:00pm. 268-1082.
4/21
1918 550 HONDA ellcellent condition with cuSiom
parts Sl500 or offer, 277·5497.
4/16
1916 TRANSAI\f, GOOD condition with sunroof.
NeW paint job. 53150 or offer 277·5497.
4116
1981 OllYSSEY MOPED like new. $225, 268•3812.
.
4/21
1913 PINTO. llEPENDABLE•.E~cellcnt mechanical
condition. $650, 255·2894.
4/16
YAMAIIA Ct.ASSICAL GUITAR with hard lined
case, $75. Laige gird cage, 550 or best offers. 266-

1992.

4/21

ARCIIITECTUKAL RECORil SIAM Journal Prog
Arch scientific mags, 99 cents with student 10. Half
Price llooks. Central at Univ.
4/28
1971 VEGA Sf.h Wag, !'lew carb, recent block, air,
ssso. 8814503.
4/16

It takes more than brains to go to college. It takes money. For tuition,
room and board; and books.
The Army College Fund is designed to help you get that money for
college while serving your country.
..
.
If you qualify; you can join the Arn:iy College Fund when you join the
Army. For every dollar you put inj Uncle Sam puts in five. Or more.
So, after just two years in the Army; you can have up to $15,200 for
college. After three years, up to $20;100.
Call for your free copy of the Army College Fund booklet. It could be
the most important book you've ever read. Call toll free 800.-423.-3673.
In California, 800~282 .. 5864.

ARMY.
BEALLYOU a11 BE.
SSG DEBBIE BARKER
266-5345

..

----------~----
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.
127 tfarvard S.E.

PA,RT· TIM fl. JOD afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old. Apply In person, no phone calls please,
Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE. 5516
Menaul NE.
tfn
OVEI!SEr\5, IIQUSTON, Dt\LLr\SI $2(),000 to
$50,000 possible, For job informati\ln call: 602-998·
0426, Dept. 0924, open SundaYs.
4/29
TUTOR NEF.IlEil PASCA.L programming. Prefer
CS student with two semesteni programming. Rita,
881·3207,
4/16
NEEDEB: LIVE IN babysitter for three children.
Room and board plus $75 wee~Jy. Call Jim at 898·
9398. Keep calling,
4/16
JQB SF.r\RCHING TECliNIQIJES, 4-hour classes,
$15. 265·7551.
tfn
JOB SEAIICHING7 TRY Job Opportunity Bet·
tfn
terment Services. 265·155 J.
UNIQUE BIUNGUAt., BICULTURAL school on
Navajo Reservation, 6Q miles NW of Chinle, Ariz,
Needs ESL./EFL teacher at junior high level and high
school math/science teacher. Excellent pay, benefits.
can Rita, 881·3207.
4/20
.A.TTENTIQN: UNDERGRADUATE BUSINESS
students wanting to obtain some val\mble experience
this summer and higll profit. Naionally known
company interviewing students, For appointment call
888-5361.
4/16
JOBS AU.,AREJ\5, all sizes, an kindsl262·1752.
4/19
STUI11lNTS •"ULL AND part time positions
available ail types. Some wfii train. Apply now for
summer. 262·1752.
4/19
BLUE JEr\NS OK- Light .typing, filing, answering
4/19
phones. Part time afternoons. 262·1752,
STUDENTS! EARN WHILE you learn. Manager
4/19
trainees positions opc11, 262·1752,
COUNSF.LOII/SPECIALISTS; PERSONS talented
in fine am, craft;, music equcation, creative
dramatics. sports and games .. Enjoy relating wi!h
children. Summer youth recreation program.
40hrs/wk. 12 weel<s. 3.35 per hr. Susan Hughes.
Y.W.C.A.293-7400.
4121
IIAIIYSITIER NEEilED FOR si~ year old girl af·
ternoons after 2:00 pm daily thr!lush May .14. CAli
293-5072 alter6:00 p.m.
4/16
RESPONSillLE STUJ)ENT NEEilED fQr part·Hme
attendant care In dorms beginning May I, Room,
board, and salary. Cail247·8662.
4/19
CROSSUOr\1>5 MOTEL, 1001 Central NE. Needs a
nisht desk clerk, 242•27 57.
4122

7. Travel
VISIT OUR Nt;WLY opened beautiful intersection.at
Central and University and save casll at Half Pnce
4128
Books. Records and Magazines.
DRIVER NEF.nt:D TO drive 1981 Datsun pick·up
with air-conditioning, tape deck, camper. Must be
delivered to east coast by May I2tl1 or 13th. Also need
driver to drive back same ill mid-August. 242-7228,
tfn

8. Miscellaneous
COWBOY SIIIRTS·SS; three for $12-used excellent
condltion-Kaufmans. A real Army Navy Store. SP4
Yale SE. 256-0000.
4/21
DRUSII RANCH CAMP for boys, located ln
mountains near Sanla Fe, now hirns male councelors
who also instruct. in one of the following areas:
rifelry, Oy fishing, tennis and an. Dates: 6-9·82- 8·
1·82. Contact James Congdon, P.O. Box 2450, Santa
Fe, New Mexico 87501 or calll-757·8772.
4/16
llRUSII RANCH CAMP for girls, located in
mountains near Santa Fe now hiring women coun·
celors Instead .of men who Instruct in the following
areas: English style horseback riding, drama, music,
and swimming. Dates: 6·9·82 .- 8-7·82. Contact
James Congdon, P.O. Box 2450, Santa Fe, New
Mexico 87501 or call 1·757·8772.
4116
IN HONOR OF Lights Out Day, Photo/Cine Service
will turn of(theltghts In the dark room.
4/16
LOSE WEIGHT NOW I Would you like to lose 10·29
lbs. In a month? Our program is easy, economical,
nutritional and guaranteed! For a frte coPsultation,
.:all Ms. Hobb~ 821·8655 or277-5676.
4/16
BALLOONS! BALLOONS! HAVE Bubbles the
Clown deliver a helium baloon bouquet (Qr special
occasion. Birthdays, anniversaries, neW babY and
special days. 292·0487.
S/10

9. Las Noticias
SAY YOUR NOTICES here.
tfn
UNM BALLROOM DANCE Club's spring formal,
8:00-11:00, April 30th. Live Ballroom band and
refreshments provided, Info. 865·7554, 88 1·3087,
247·1943.
4/30
PRIVATEIGIIOUP, BALLROOM/ l.atin dance
4/16
lessons. 243·0309. ·
CPR. CLASSES. 53 fee. Call 277·3136 fQr in·
formation/registration,
4/16
UNM DOOKSTORESPRING sale stnns April I9.
4/16
VISIT TilE ASA Gallery SW region:!l photo shOw
through Aprll2l. Hours 114, M·F.
4/23
GLSU/COMMONDONil WILL cosponsor "Sharing
the Secret,... Sunday,. iS April, 1:00 pm, SUR
'fheater, S2.00.
4/21
GAY AND LESBIAN Student Union (GLSU):. a
urologist will speak on gay health Tuesday, 20 April,
7:30 pm, SUB 250 C.
4/21

......... -~\

: . PIZZA SPECIAL! .. I
1 Two Slices of Cheeze Pizza :
1
and sm, soft drink
I
.
1.25-tax
1
1
Beer & Wine, Sun. too.
I

I.

6. Employment

Cov-ered

'M"ae o.n

Makers of Han~made
Indian JeWEjlry
OLDTOWN

You will find
Today's Crossword

Puzzle
on page seven

